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About MC’s Royal 
Detailing

MC’s Royal Detailing has brought together the most 
experienced and trained professionals in Auto, 
Marine, and Aircraft Detailing to the Carolinas. Our 
goal is to satisfy our customers and extend a quick, 
convenient and beneficial service for your vehicle 
because we know how good it feels to drive a clean 
car and contribute to a green environment. The 
central point of our mission is providing the best 
car detailing and customer service experience our 
customers have ever had. We make you feel great 
by delivering a clean, dry and shiny vehicle every 
time. We believe that no matter what you drive, 
you will feel better about your car after visiting 
MC’s Royal Detailing. We are a Veteran owned 
and operated company who prides itself in our 
diverse heritage and unity. Every member of our 
team has raised their hand at one time or another 
in service of this great country and stands besides 
our brothers in blue, green and red. We believe 
in being our brothers keeper and lending a hand 
when others are in need no matter of creed, ethnic 
background, or personal belief.

Our customers are our principal priority. We 
strive to deliver dedicated, exceptional quality and 
friendly service each time you visit us. We feature 
the most efficient technology available in the 
industry, along with specially formulated products 
and proven techniques to provide a premier car 
detail unmatched anywhere in the Carolinas. There 
are many reasons for our success, and the most 
important include:   
 
- A clean, comfortable, relaxing and welcoming 
environment.
- Our exceptional team of eager and passionate 
employees.
- Consistent quick delivery of a clean and shiny car.
- Our commitment to your 100 percent satisfaction.
- The highest-quality of environmentalism in the 
Carolinas.
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We understand that in ever changing times. Trust 
is hard to find and the atmosphere of friendship 
and family is key. We know and understand that 
the most integral element of our success is our 
team of professionals. Our goals of delivering 
exceptional customer service are high, and our 
personal standards are even higher. At MC’s Royal 
Detailing, we work hard to recognize our employees 
because we know that they are the reason that our 
customers keep coming back with a smile. 

We are a family and take the time to know each 
and everyone who comes to be a part of our Royal 
Family. We provide a comfortable and productive 

environment, this creates nothing but good energy 
and positive work flow to ensure both our teams 
and our clients are fully satisfied.

Contact Us Today

We enjoy hearing from our customers and receiving 
feedback. Contact MC’s Royal Detailing today at 
(919) 526-0818 to give us a review and feedback.
You can leave us a review on yelp, facebook or on 
our google listing.
We use this form of communication to innovate and 
increase the quality of service we strive to produce.

CertificatesOur Mission
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Our team of highly experienced detailers frequently 
attend educational workshops and are constantly 
enrolling in educational courses that encompass 
the latest technology, equipment and revolutionary 
techniques from the industry leading experts and 
companies. All personnel must pass through and 
advanced and accredited course in our industry 
prior to working on any customer vehicle.

We have gone through courses such as Majestic 
Solutions C.A.R.E Tech, Advanced paint correction 
and wet sanding, we have been certified and 

recognized as IDA skills validated and certified 
detailers. We are also certified in IGL Kenzo 
Ceramic Coatings as well as Majestic Solutions 
Pro Shield Ceramic line. We take pride in our 
certifications and ongoing education as this gives 
us an advantage and a knowledge base well 
above our peers. We will continue this search for 
knowledge in order to bring you and any future 
customer the best service availablec
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What should I expect when I arrive?
 
A friendly, energetic and professional team who 
cares about your car as much as you do will greet 
you and explain the different packages available.

What kind of cleaning products do you use?
 
At MC’s Royal Detailing, we only use biodegradable 
acid-free and caustic free soaps and cleaning 
products that are safe for your car and our 
environment.

Why shouldn’t I wash my car at home?

We can wash your car quickly, and we understand 
that your time is valuable. On the average, you use 
about 150 gallons of fresh water when you wash your 

car by hand. At MC’s Royal Detailing, we combine 
30 to 45 gallons of fresh water with 75 gallons of 
recycled water. The pollution that you generate from 
washing your car at home ends up in the storm 
drains, and ultimately rivers and stream of NC.

Why does the paint finish on my car look streaky 
and dull?

This lackluster appearance is often a sign of 
oxidation, which occurs as paint ages and decays 
from exposure to road oils and sunlight. You can 
decrease the process by washing your vehicle 
frequently, applying a sealant regularly and coating 
it with a hand wax at least annually.
 

FAQ
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How do I protect my clearcoat?

There are two choices when it comes to protecting 
your clearcoat. The first is a short-lived and 
inexpensive option; wax. The second choice is a long 
lasting minimal maintenance required, and scratch 
resistant Ceramic Coating.
Here at MC’s Royal Detailing, we offer both options.

1. Ceramic coatings are a revolutionary paint 
protection technology that offers the highest form 
of gloss, extreme hydrophobic properties, improved 
resistance against harsh weather and temperatures, 
and reduces Mirco Marring. This is the new form of 
protection and best of all! It’s self cleaning! With 
only minimal need for maintenance, your car will 
look like new for years now! 

ESSENTIAL STEPS  TO BRILLIANT CAR DETAILING

2. Wax/sealants: A sealant creates a barrier that 
helps protect clearcoated surfaces from corrosive 
elements, such as ultraviolet rays and airborne 
contaminants. Other destructive factors include 
tree sap, acids from leaf stains, bug spatter and bird 
droppings. All of these can eat through the clearcoat 
and cause permanent damage. A sealant produces 
a protective shield for up to 30 days.

Se analiza las condiciones y estado del 
vehículo a trabajar. Se decide si se em-
pieza por interior o exterior dependiendo 
aspectos ambientales del lugar.

Clean interiors while you wait for wax 
layers to cure. Vacuum and shampoo 
carpet if needed. Use a good quality 
interior trim protectant that does not 
leave a sticky residue.

Wash vehicle using the two bucket 
method to avoid scratching your paint.
Strip off old wax if needed using dish 
soap. If engine compartment detail is 
needed, do this first.

If paint correction is needed, this is the 
part when the buffer comes out. Choose 
your compounds and buffing pads 
according to polish needs.

If paint correction is needed, this is the 
part when the buffer comes out. Choose 
your compounds and buffing pads 
according to polish needs.

Remove the wheels and clean them 
inside out. Use older detailing clay to 
prep. Synthetic sealer for the wheels 
will help keep them clean longer. Dress 
your tires.
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INSPECT

INSIDE

WASH

POLISH

CERAMICA VEHICULO

CERAMICA WHELLS

Resguardo de artículos 
personales en bolsas 

ziploc

Lavado de Motor + 
limpieza + Secado y 

Dressing* 

medición y condición 
de pintura

Preparación de 
lugar con temperatura 

óptima

Limpieza interior

Shampoo (normal o 
especial para vehícu-

los con cerámica)

Limpieza de crema 
sobrante

Secado mediante luz 
uv especial

Ozono*

Enjuague

Plástico protección 
carpeta piloto y 

copiloto*

Limpieza de Dorjan

Aspirado

Mojado de superficie 
completa

Forrar con cinta 
espacios que no serán 

pulidos (protección)

Limpieza de impurezas

Lavado Asientos*

Limpieza de ruedas

Lavado exterior (para 
eliminar restos de 

crema)*

Reposo con temperatu-
ra óptima

Dressing*

Secado Limpieza de vidrios

Aromatizante interior

Lavado Carpeta*

Limpieza completa 
exterior

Secado*

Limpieza de vidrios 
interiores

Secado de llantas y 
dressing

Tapete de papel pilotoLavado de tapetes 
plásticos

Desengrasante para 
ruedas – parte frontal 

- espejos

Pulir

Aplicación de cerámica 
y limpieza

Desmontar ruedas del 
vehículo

Tratamiento de lim-
pieza de impurezas 

Montaje de ruedas en 
vehículo

Limpieza total de 
llantas y neumático Aplicación de cerámica

Secado mediante luz uv 
especialSecado

* Proceso incluido dependiendo del pakete
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Auto DetailingCeramic Coatings

Services

Whether mobile or at one of our locations, your car 
will be taken care using the highest rated products 
in the industry. Our certified detailers will assess, 
attack and guarantee the work provided. No more 
need to drive around in a smelly dirty car.

Long lasting protection for all your cars, motorcycles 
and leisure vehicles. Enhanced UV protection, 
superior water beading, ultimate gloss, and 
unmatched scratch resistance. Packages ranging 
from a two-year protection all the way to a life 
long coating that offers the strongest and latest in 
coating technology.

From boats planes and motorcycles…basically anything 
short of a spaceship, our certified reconditioning 
specialists have the ability to bring back the shine 
and luster needed to not only enjoy your investments 
whever you want but to enjoy it in style.

Leisure vehicles 

MC´S ROYAL DETAILING

Group Appointments

Book an appointment for 3 or more vehicles at the 
same time while you work or as a wholesale package 
for your company fleets and coworkers.
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A Ceramic Coating (such as IGL, Majestic Shield, 
and Ceramic Pro) is a liquid protection that is 
applied by hand to the exterior of a vehicle. The 
coating chemically bonds with the vehicle’s factory 
paint, creating a layer of protection.

A Ceramic Coating creates a permanent or semi-
permanent bond with a vehicle’s paint, meaning 
that it does not wash away or break down and does 
not require repeated application every few months 
such as a wax. 

WHAT DOES A CERAMIC COATING DO?

In short, a Ceramic Coating adds additional 
protection to your car’s exterior and helps keep 
it looking like-new with comparatively minimal 
maintenance. The coating achieves this result by 
making your vehicle more resilient and easier to 
clean. Here are the main benefits:

PROTECTION FROM UV DAMAGE / OXIDIZATION
 
If a vehicle is often exposed to the sun, its paint 
will begin to oxidize, resulting in dulled and 

Ceramic Coatings
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faded paint. A layer of Ceramic Coating protects 
a vehicle’s paint from the sun’s ultraviolet rays, 
thereby reducing the amount of oxidization.

PROTECTION FROM CHEMICAL STAINS AND 
ETCHING

Another danger for your car is chemical staining 
from naturally acidic contaminants. By creating a 
chemically resistant surface, a Ceramic Coating 
can keep some contaminants from bonding to your 
vehicle’s paint. The result is that your vehicle will 
be more resistant to staining and etching, provided 
the contaminant is removed in a timely manner.

EASE OF CLEANING

One of the most significant features of a Ceramic 
Coating is that it is hydrophobic, which is a fancy 
way of saying it repels water. When a vehicle has a 
hydrophobic Ceramic Coating, water will bead on 
the surface and slide off more easily. This means 
that mud and grime will have a more difficult time 
bonding to your vehicle’s paint, and when you wash 
your car, contaminants can be removed with less 
effort.

ENHANCED GLOSS

If you want your paint to pop with gloss, you will 
want to add a Ceramic Coating. A good Ceramic 
Coating enhances the reflective properties of your 
car’s paint and clear coat, adding to the depth and 
clarity of your paint.
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From the day you drive it off the lot to the day 
you gift it away or sell it, there is no reason your 
car should not look any different. Our team of 
certified detailers know how and what to provide 
your vehicle with to keep it looking in optimum 
conditions. Leather cleaning and renewal, plastic 
trim recovery, pet hair removal, and sanitation 
services that kill odors, bacteria and viruses 
are all available with all mobile and on location 
appointments.

Auto Detailing

MC´S ROYAL DETAILING
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Pulling it out for the weekend, just for the summer, 
or letting it sit at the marina, MC’s Royal Detailing 
has all the right tools and techniques to keep your 
marine vehicles looking like new. We provide services 
for boats, jet skis, and all other marine vehicles with 
paint correction, interior cabin cleaning, exterior 
cleaning and we even provide metal polishing for all 
your aluminum railings. We only use certified eco-
friendly and low VOC products to ensure minimal 
environmental impact.

RV AND OFF ROAD VEHICLE’S

With all that surface area, protection and maintenance 
is crucial and vital to maintain your investment long 
lasting. Services range from a quick wash & wax to 
scratch removal from branches and debris. We even 
provide under-body washes for when you return from 
the beach, camping, snowy or off-road trip.

Leisure Vehicles

MC´S ROYAL DETAILING
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AIRPLANES

Taking flight is a beautiful and amazing experience 
that should not be overlooked due to having a dull 
and lifeless aircraft. MC‘s Royal Detailing uses 
advanced techniques and industry-leading products 
to successfully rejuvenate the paint, propellers, or 
turbines on any aircraft. We scrub and detail top 
to bottom from the top of the vertical stabilizer to 
the belly of the plane and even the landing gear. We 
utilize eco-friendly and authorized products that 
do not compromise the integrity of the plane or it’s 
sophisticated machinery and electronics. We keep 
your aircraft looking at the top of its game, so you 
don‘t have to.
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Life at a busy company leaves little time to treat 
your car to a well deserved detail. Treating your car, 
truck or van properly a few times a year will go a 
long way to help keep the longevity of your precious 
vehicle but most importantly, it will help keep money 
in your pockets. Our Mobile Detailers will ensure 
that your car is properly taken car of with our high 
quality products and services. Forget having to drop 
your car off and trying to fit in a car detailing to your 
already busy schedule, MC’s Royal Detailing makes 
life easier and hassle free by coming to your place 
of work or home and providing the highest level of 
Car Care in the Carolinas. Call, Text, or Book online 
to set up an appointment today!!!

4 Car Minimum Required to book. Prices Vary 
depending on vehicle size.

Package 1

This initial package will consist of exterior wash, 
wheels being cleaned, glass being cleaned, full 
interior vacuum, wipe down, pet hair removal, odor 
elimination, door jams and custom scent. If required 
leather cleaning, stain removal, plastic and trim 
restoration is also available for an additional cost 
and upon request

Group Appointments

MC´S ROYAL DETAILING
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Package 2

After you’ve scheduled a Step 1, keep a clean car 
and forget the hassle of trying to fit a car wash into 
your busy schedule, we bring the car wash to you!!! 
Our Mobile Detailing Team will come out to your 
business and provide a convenient and quick car 
wash to all of the employee and company vehicles. 
This is a great way to stay organized, clean, and most 
of all, stress free about treating your car right!!! Call, 
text, or book online to set up your appointment. This 
package is a maintenance only package and can’t be 
requested without package one being serviced withi 
a moonths time.
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-Exterior Wash and Hand Dry
-Clay Bar Treatment

-Compound and Polish 
-Hand Wax and Buff

-Tire Gloss and Wheel Shine
-Dash and Center Console Wipe-down and Gloss

-Door Jam/Trunk/and Hood Jam Cleaning
-Carpet and Floor Mat Vacuum 

Shampoo/Stain removal
-Upholstery Wipe-down/Shampoo/Stain Removal 

and Sanitize
-Ceiling Stain Removal and Upkeep

-Engine and Engine Bay Detail
-Headlight Restoration

-Dark Plastics and Vinyl Restoration Treatment
-Window Cleaning & Rain Repellent

-Custom Scent

 Heavy Pet Hair will incur a $35 fee.

Starting at

$850

-Exterior Wash and Hand Dry
-Clay Bar Treatment
-Hand Wax and Buff

-Window Cleaning and Hydrophobic Protection
-Tire Gloss and Wheel Shine

-Dash and Center Console Wipe-down and Gloss
-Door Jam and Trunk Jam Cleaning

-Carpet and Floor Mat Vacuum & Shampoo/
Upholstery Vacuum & Shampoo
-Plastic Restoration Treatment

-Floor Mat
-Custom Scent

 Heavy Pet Hair will incur a $35 fee.

Starting at

$345

-Exterior Wash and Hand Dry
-Clay Bar Treatment

-Paint Correction (Stage 1,2 or 3)
-Hand Wax and Buff

-Window Cleaning and Rain Repellent
-Tire Gloss and Wheel Shine

-Dash and Center Console Wipe-down and Gloss
-Door Jam and Trunk Jam Cleaning

-Carpet and Floor Mat Vacuum & Shampoo
-Plastic Restoration Treatment

-Custom Scent

 Heavy Pet Hair will incur a $35 fee.

Starting at

$560
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Crown Jewel Prince ServiceThe Queen Package

All Packages

Exterior Wash and Hand Dry
-Window Cleaning and Rain Repellent

-Tire Gloss and Wheel Cleaning
-Dash and Center Console Wipe-down and Gloss

-Door Jam and Trunk Jam Cleaning
-Carpet and Floor Mat Vacuum

-Upholstery Vacuum and Sanitation Wipe-down
-Floor Mat

-Custom Scent

Hand Wax/Spray Sealant $35 added fee.  
Heavy Pet Hair will incur a $35 fee.

Starting at

$115

-Exterior Wash and Dry-$75
-Compound and Polish-$550+

- Ozone Sanitation-$80+ 
-Paint Sealant-$50

-Hand Wax and Buff-$50+
-Tire and Wheel Shine-$25

-Dash and Center Console Detail and Gloss-$35
-Carpet and Floor Mat Vacuum-$15

-Spot Stain Removal-$25
-Carpet and Floor Mat Shampoo-$75+ dependent 

on conditions
-Upholstery Shampoo and Stain Removal-$225+ 

dependent on conditions
-Ceiling Stain Removal and Upkeep-$45

-Engine and Engine Bay Detail- $65
-Headlight Restoration-$50 per Headlight

-Plastic Restoration Treatment-$75
-Water Spot Removal- $55

-Chrome Detail- $100
-Heavy Odor Eliminator- $95

-Custom Scent (Free)

 Heavy Pet Hair will incur a $35 fee.

Starting at

$75

Castle Service Kings Custom
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Member 
Monthly plan
Bi-weekly services

The Queen 
Package
Starting at $560

A Kings Custom 
Detail
Prices Vary

Airplane 
Detail
Call for estimate

The Castle 
Service
S/M/L - 115/125/135

The Crown 
Jewel
Starting at $850

Bike Knight 
Detail
Call for estimate

Ceramic 
Coatings
Call for estimate

Royal Company 
Car Wash
Get 10% off W/ Group

Marine 
Detailing
Call for estimate

The Prince 
Service
Starting at $345

Royal Business 
Deal

Get 10% off W/ Group

Kings RV 
Detail
Call for estimate

Our Services Specialties

MC´S ROYAL DETAILING



By Appointment Only

Mon - Fri: 8 am - 6 pm
Saturday:  10 am - 2 pm
 Sunday: Closed

919-526-0818 

1601 Wayne St, Sanford NC 27330

www.mcsroyaldetailing.com


